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Dallas Metroplex &amp; Austin Nterior Heights - See the Dream! Doris Younger Designs is committed to directing you through the interior design process and helping you discover the joy of a well designed home or office. An invaluable tool in this process is the Interior Heights, which are often used to express vision,
allowing the customer to visualize the final results of the design more clearly. Want to see what window treatment will look like in your windows? Not sure how that nice tile you find will look like in your kitchen backsplash or bathroom shower wall? Trying to decide whether the entire wall-built closets are in the right
direction in the family room? Your questions can be answered by an ascent, scaled manually or CAD (computer design). Highs and sketches can be invaluable in design decisions or in conveying to contractors the desired result of the design concept. After all, creating rooms you can create life around takes a careful
thought, plan and detailed eye! Contact us to start your dream project. Academia.edu no longer support the Internet Explorer.To browse the Academia.edu and wider Internet faster and safer, refresh your browser in seconds. Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads and improve users'
experiences. By using our website, you agree to collecting our information using cookies. To learn more, check out our Privacy Policy.× Tiny House Easy Adam Ketcher Review of Interior Heights is prepared to clearly indicate the intersection of surfaces, edges, and materials and shapes. Height is drawn on a scale, with
ceilings, floors and adjacent walls (or other shapes) displayed with dark contour boundaries. There are two main methods that professional companies use to attract internal heights. These methods are illustrated in Figures 7 to 10. The first method is to define all the elements (such as cabinets, beams, soffits, etc.) that
project toward the viewer and set the boundaries of the height of the wall, as shown in Figure 7-11. Another method depicts these elements in cross-section, often showing the details of construction, materials and other hidden elements. This method is useful on this side of the drawing uses the contour for objects that
correspond to the plane of the wall, Fig. 7-10. On the left side traces the contour of the cabinet near the wall, and on the right side cuts through the cabinet, revealing the construction of its interior. on this side of the drawing, contours are used to describe objects that correspond to the wall plane Fig. 7-10. On the left side
traces the contour of the cabinet near the wall, and on the right side cuts through the cabinet, revealing the construction of its interior. This the drawing shows a drawing through objects that are close to the wall plane of the wood blocking general contractor ■ adjustable shelves ■ i thickness (25; fabric wrapped acoustic
panels see wood blocking BT general contractor in this drawing side shows section within objects, which are close to the wall plane wood blocking general contractor ■ adjustable shelves ■ i thick (25; fabric wrapped acoustic panels see wood blocking BT general contractor DE6K - ELEVATION scale; h'.l'-e explain the
details of the adjacent object (for example, cabinet interior) do not create a separate drawing elsewhere. The choice between these methods depends on the complexity of the interior, the information to be transmitted and the established office standards. The elevations of drawing interior do not always correspond to a
rigid set of architectural rules. Decorative elements or embellishment may need to be added to convey the character of the space. Many interior designers and architects take some standards with heights of freedom to convey important qualities, even if it means departing from architecturally correct preparation. For
example, wall coverings, FAINTED GYP. BD. WOOD COVER (MAPL ABOVE THE UPPER CABINETS NAT. MAPLE CABINET CTYP.) Cer. TILE BACKSPLASH CORIAN BACKSPLASH CORIAN COUNTERTOP NAT. MAPLE CABINETS (TYP.) WEAK GYP. BD. WOOD CAP (MAPL ABOVE THE UPPER CABINETS
CER. TILE BACKSPLASH CORIAN BACKSPLASH CORIAN TABLETOP NAT. MAPLE CABINETS (TYP.) FREEZVREF. STOVE/OVEN Figure 7-11 Cabinets at this height of the wall are shown in the form of a contour, and not with its interior construction. FREEZVREF. WEAK GYP. BD. WOOD CAP (MAPLE) ABOVE
THE UPPER CABINET5 NAT. MAPLE CABINET CTYP.) Cer. TILE BACKSPLASH NAT. MAPLE CABINETS CTYP.) STOVE/OVEN Figure 7-11 Cabinets at this height of the wall are shown in the form of a contour, and not with its interior construction. WEAK GYP. BD. WOOD CAP (MAPLE) ABOVE THE UPPER
CABINET5 NAT. MAPLE CABINET CTYP.) Cer. TILE BACKSPLASH NAT. MAPLE CABINETS CTYP.) Figure 7-12 At this height, adjacent cabinets are drawn indicating their internal construction. trac-lite see elec. plan 12'-0 soffit curome curtain cornice pre-fab partial-ff-2;per gyp. BOARD pt uuall for bd. over 3 mtl.
studs ® 16 o.c. tip. finism floor -see finisw plan ujall section 0 DRAPERY Figure 7-14 Dashed lines are drawn in height to show the directional door open. In the middle of the dashed line shows the side of the hinges. Figure 7-14 The lines are drawn at height to show the door in the open direction. In the middle of the
dashed line shows the side of the hinges. BAjtt mm ion BAjtt mm ion Figure 7-13. decoration, draperia procedures or other decorative elements may be indicated in the drawing as Figures 7-13 Typically, barlines are used to indicate the interior of doors, windows and built-in cabinets, such as in the kitchen, bathroom or
office, flexible location and door swings, as shown in Figures 7-14. Angular dashed line near the middle of the door points to the side of the hinges. In theory, the drawings of the construction include a sheet (or more) specially designed for the inner heights. However, in practice, this is not always the case. A small project
with seven or eight interior details can not guarantee a separate sheet, so the height is composed with other details in the construction kit. Sometimes for small projects that involve built-in cabinetry, it is useful to put interior heights on the same sheet as the floor plan, if space allows. In this way, the heights can be
explored without flipping the leaves back and forth. The actual number of internal heights is proportional to the complexity of the project. In large, complex projects, internal elevations can be placed in one or more sheets and referred back to the floor plans as shown in Figures 7-15. Figure 7–15 The internal height of the
project is grouped together on a single sheet and after each drawing is cross-referenced to the floor plan. The scale is the same for all heights and marked as such on the lower right side. Figures 7-16 /r/ /U êl ill lmrnr m il M à fH È Has this article been useful? Get all the support and guidance you need to be living a
green success. This book is one of the most valuable resources in the world when it comes to great tips on buying, designing and building an Eco-Friendly Home.Get My Free Ebook Tiny House easy Adam Ketcher review the scale on which the height of the interior should be composed will depend on the complexity and
trifles of items, information and decoration to be displayed. As a rule, internal elevations are drawn to the same scale as the floor plan(s). If the wall plane and other elements are relatively simple, a scale of 1/4 = 1'-0 (1:50 metric) is acceptable. This applies in particular to large public spaces. However, in very large
commercial internal spaces, a smaller V8 size = 1'-0 (1:100 metric metrics) may be required. In small projects or spaces, larger elevations may be plotted higher, e.g. V2 = 1'-0 (1:20 metric) or 3/8 = 1'-0 (1:30 metric) to display details. üjall section stones epoxied over the hanging roof see the wall section of the adjacent
tenant acrylic fabric canopy bamboo rods and palm leaves re: fin. plan 2 graduate. luinpolu fram new limestone üjall section adjacent tenant's fin 2nd floor stones epoxied over the hanging roof see the wall section adjacent tenant acrylic fabric canopy bamboo rods and palm leaves again: fin. plan 2 alum. luinpolu fram
new lime stone bott mall rocks epoxied up to 18 size stainless steel 2'away fin 1st floor STOREFRONT ELEVATION rocks epoxied up to 18 size stainless steel 2'away bott mall ceiling adjacent to tenant's fin 2nd floor fin 1st floor figure 7-6 Outer height can also be used to show shop shopping center, such as this façade
Gulf Market restaurant and grill. Figure 7-7 Its curved surface is visible only in the floor plan. -TEMPERED GLASS TOP-K REVEAL TTP. WOOD PANELS -TEMPERED GLASS TOP-K REVEAL TTP. WOOD PANEL RECEPTION - HEIGHT 21 ujorac 21 ujorac ' Top Wood CAP tempered glass top reception table - plan '
top wood cap reception - plan tempered glass top stainless steel ôrab bars- I 1/2 DIA FLUSH lever side tank . WALL STAINLESS STEEL ÔRAB BARS- I 1/2 DIA FLUSH LEVER SIDE OF THE TANK . WALL STAINLESS STEEL CLAMPS- I 1/2 DIA. MIRROR© STAINLESS STEEL CLAMPS- I 1/2' DIA. MIRROR©
RESTROOT-T ADA MATCHING LEGEND (!) ADA CERAMIC IUALL HUNG SINK © ADA WATER CLOSET © QRAB BAR (WITH PEENED QRIP SURFACE*-(SIDE U1ALL; MONT • 33' CENTERLINE MFSI BOBRICK OR APPROVED EQUAL TO NO: 6206-42 © GRIPPER (WITH PEENED QRIP SURFACE &gt;-(BACK
UALL; MOUNT • 33' CENTERLINE MFGS BOBRICK OR APPROVED EQUAL NOI 6206-36 © SINGLE ROLLER TOILET DISPENSER TOILET FIGURE 7-8. Figure 7-8 Figure 7-9 The height scale is recorded directly below the drawing along with the title of the drawing. COMPUTER 01 OWNER - WOOD CABINETS W
/ PLAS. LAM. TABLE TOP WOOD CABINETS WITH PLAS. Lam. COUNTER-T STAT'N-DRINK MACHINE BY OWNER Si i rn 1ST FLOOR 1ST FLOOR The drawing shall be marked directly below the drawing as shown in Figure 7-9, or elsewhere on the sheet if the same scale is used on the entire sheet. Was this
article useful? Get all the support and guidance you need to be living a green success. This book is one of the most valuable resources in the world when it comes to Great Tips for Buying, Designing and Building an Organic Home.Get My Free Ebook Ebook
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